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Together, Part 2 
 

Information overload can be a common stigmatism in family history endeavors.  Learning “how to” use 

essential research techniques and tools is an important part of being a successful genealogist from 

entry/intermediate/advanced levels.  This installment is loaded with essential step-by-step procedures 

covering setting up accounts with FamilySearch, Ancestry, My Heritage and Find My Past. Learning 

family history basics was never easier to accomplish. Learning computer basics is essential and no longer 

optional in this century of technology.  Skills in using FamilySearch tools, customizing charts, indexing, 

gathering records, identifying a family line to search, conducting interviews, establishing memories with 

photos, recordings and documents, creating a free online tracker account to monitor your family history 

progress, merging records in FamilySearch and many more are included in concise and well-designed 

learning modules perfect for self-paced instruction. 

Mastering family history skills was never easier than through The Family History Guide in which there are 

tutorials, training videos and projects to put you into the driver’s seat of successfully initiating family history 

research.  And all of this is incorporated within six levels of projects ranging from how to navigate Family 

Tree to learning how to find and view information in Family Tree as well as in making changes.  Beginning, 

Intermediate and Advanced levels of competencies are all covered making this landmark training resource 

a must read to become familiar with. Take advantage of this unique syllabus of training tutorials that will not 

disappoint you.  Below is an outline of this training guide as presented at 

https://www.thefhguide.com/study-fs.html.  These links are all “hot” and waiting for you to peruse, study and 

master.  Find out why The Family History Guide is the singular best approach in becoming familiar with 

learning fundamental family history training.  It represents a well-organized curriculum that is modular so 

you can select where you want to use it rather than having to start at the beginning and tediously going 

through it before ever using its contents. 
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